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Entry Requirements

A LEVELS

VOCATIONAL

A Levels have been changing and are now linear in nature. This means they are externally 
assessed after two years. In some subjects you may be able to take the AS examinations at 
the end of the fi rst year though they will not count directly towards your fi nal A Level grade. 

For some subjects there may be reduced amounts of coursework. Mock examinations will 
be held in the Spring Term of the fi rst and second years. A Levels will continue to be graded 
from A* to E.

A Vocational course is a full-time course that provides a more practical approach by 
applying learning to real life situations. Many of our vocational courses feature a work 
experience placement, designed to provide you with the opportunity to further develop 
your knowledge and skills. 

Progress is measured throughout the course, allowing you to monitor your performance 
on an ongoing basis, just like in the workplace. For many students the ongoing assessment 
provided by the Diploma route can be a preferable option to exam based courses.

An Extended Diploma (Level 3) is a two-year course, equivalent to three A Levels, and 
will appeal to a student keen to pursue their chosen subject at a higher level and/or as a 
career.

All A Levels require a grade 4 in English & 
Maths, plus 2 x grade 5 and 4 x grade 4

ART English 5 & Maths 4 GCSE 5 in Art & 
Design.
TEXTILES English 5 & Maths 4 Interest
MEDIA STUDIES English 5 & Maths 4
FILM STUDIES English 5 & Maths 4 GCSE 5 in 
English Literature
ANIMATION GCSE 6 in Art
DANCE English 5 & Maths 4 GCSE 4 in Dance 
or Level 5 Dance Cert in Jazz, Modern or 
Ballet or BTEC Dance Level 2 Distinction
DRAMA & THEATRE STUDIES English 5 & Maths 
4 GCSE 5 in English Language & Literature. 
GCSE 5 in Drama also desirable.
PRODUCTION ARTS Practical experience on a 
lighting and sound desk and have worked on 
live shows, desirable but this is not compulsory

All vocational require a grade 4 in English & 
Maths, plus 3 x grade 4

ART & DESIGN GCSE 5 in Art & Design. 
Applicants are required to bring a portfolio 
to interview.
CREATIVE MEDIA PRODUCTION Applicants 
are set a task to complete prior to 
interview.
MUSIC PERFORMANCE & PRODUCTION 
Must demonstrate instrumental playing or 
singing skills and musical knowledge. 
PERFORMING ARTS GCSE 4 in English 
Literature. GCSE Dance and/or Drama 
desirable. Alternatively, BTEC Level 2 
Distinction. Applicants are required to 
attend an audition and interview.

A LEVELS VOCATIONAL



A LEVEL ART

Why study Art?

This course’s modular structure will provide you with a wide range of experiences and 
opportunities designed to encourage the development of strong personal qualities in your 
artwork. 

You will choose from two pathways: 

Fine Art:
Work which is produced as an outcome of your personal experience, rather than that 
which is created exclusively for a practical function or that which is the outcome of a tightly 
prescribed brief. 

Graphic Communication:
Still very art based, using both traditional and untraditional media, which conveys 
information and ideas by visual means for a practical function.

During the fi rst year you will enjoy an introduction to fi ne art and graphic communication 
and complete modules in observational drawing, fi ne art, graphic design/ illustration and 
computer aided design. In year two, you will be encouraged to work more independently 
and develop work in response to an idea, issue or theme of your choice into a fi nished 
product, including both practical and written work. Students may switch disciplines after 
their AS exam when continuing on to A Level.

Assessment
Component 1: Personal Investigation 60%
Component 2: Externally Set Assignment 40%

Duration
2 Years



A LEVEL TEXTILES

Why study Textiles

This is a fi ne art textiles course which will o� er you the opportunity to explore a wide range 
of textile techniques to provide you with a strong skills base. You will do workshops in felting, 
batik, tie-dye, screen printing, block printing, hand embroidery and machine embroidery. 
There will be the chance to learn many more skills throughout the course to encourage the 
development of strong personal qualities in your textile work. 

The course encourages students to investigate, research and explore. There are trips to the 
Ashmolean, PittRivers, V&A, Science and Natural History Museums and The Clothes Show.
Year one, culminates in a Personal Creative Enquiry based on your own interests and ideas 
using the techniques that you have learned. Year two, you will build on the skills learned 
at AS and you will be encouraged to work more independently and develop your work 
in response to an idea, issue, concept or theme of your choice into a fi nished product to 
include practical work and an essay. There is also a controlled element set by the exam 
board. 

Students will keep sketchbooks to show development and to record their progress. These 
should be worked on EVERY week and will become a vital part of the  coursework. I will be 
expecting AT LEAST four hours a week of study  outside lesson-time.

During year two, work is more self-directed and will be assessed by means of a coursework 
component in which students develop work in response to an idea, issue, concept or theme 
of their choosing, which will include practical work and an essay of up to 3,000 words. In 
January, students will begin work on a second externally-set assignment which will conclude 
with an exam.

Assessment
Component 1: Personal Investigation 60%
Component 2: Externally Set Assignment 40%

Duration
2 Years



UAL ART & DESIGN

Why study Art and Design

Do you have an enthusiastic and focused interest in the world of art and design that you 
wish to pursue? If the answer is yes, then this is defi nitely the course for you.

This challenging, practical-based programme encourages you to engage with and 
evaluate a broad range of art and design practices.

You will develop a range of skills, personal qualities and attitudes that are essential for 
success in higher education and employment. You will develop techniques and skills by 
undertaking a series of set assignments that incorporate a range of learning experiences.

You will also have the chance to work in conjunction with practising artists, work to live briefs 
and attend various art trips.

Importantly, you will complete a major project in your second year and have the 
opportunity to exhibit your work at our annual summer exhibition, which is open to the 
public.

What you will study

• Learn and develop techniques and skills through assignments that incorporate a 
range of challenges.

• Cover a whole host of topics including visual recording, materials, techniques 
and processes, ideas and concepts, communication through art and contextual 
infl uences.

• Complete a major fi nal project that will evidence your knowledge, skills and progress.
• Choose one of a range of specialist units in order to follow routes of personal interest.  
• Plan, prepare and hang your own exhibition, giving you hands-on experience of 

organising an event.
• Work with real clients on live art and design briefs.

Assessment
Coursework 100%

Duration
2 Years



The course allowed me to try my hand at shooting and developing 
my own film, which soon became my favourite part of photography. 
There is such a sense of achievement attached to successfully 
shooting and printing my images and being able to visibly see 
improvements in my skills.

I’ve met so many friends on the course, who are all going in different 
directions with their work. I joined the course because I enjoyed taking 
photos on my phone and now I have completely invested in it and have 
diversified into using analogue and digital SLR cameras. It is definitely 
something I see myself doing in the future

I joined the course because I wanted to learn more about 
photography and expand my knowledge in the subject. I am so glad 
that I did because I now know more and gained a good range of 
skills. The teachers are fantastic too, they are clearly passionate 
about the subject and help us with our projects.



A LEVEL PHOTOGRAPHY

Why study Photography?

Photography is an ideal subject for students wishing to pursue a path to Media, the arts and 
Photographic related areas. It is also a good supplementary course giving breadth to your 
o� er. 

At The Henley College, Photography is taught under the Eduqas art specifi cation. The 
specifi cation provides a broad foundation of critical, practical and theoretical Photographic 
skills to give students a highly developed understanding of a range of practices and 
contexts in Photography. There is an emphasis on sustained investigation, analysis and 
experimentation.

Throughout the course students are encouraged to investigate various genres as well as 
experimental processes to produce exciting, personal and challenging imagery. Fashion 
photography, portraiture, landscape, abstract, digital, montage and Fine Art photography 
are just a few examples of the areas that can be explored.

The course starts with a focus on traditional fi lm photography to provide a strong technical 
foundation before moving on to experimental practices including digital and darkroom 
manipulation, studio practice and Photoshop.

Equipment
A fully manual 35mm SLR Camera so you can set the aperture and shutter speed as well has 
having manual focus and a working built in light meter. As long as the camera adheres to 
the above specifi cations make, model and cost are irrelevant. Second hand is fi ne, you will 
only need a standard 50mm lens. Some makes to look out for are Nikon, Canon, Pentax and 
Minolta.

Progression
Past Photography students have progressed to academic or vocational degrees including 
photography, photojournalism, fi ne art, fashion photography, the fi lm industry and forensic 
science as well as more academic subjects such as Psychology and English when matched 
with other relevant subjects. In Photography you will develop skills in creative and practical 
problem solving, developing ideas through research, practical application, analysis and 
critique. These transferable skills can be applied in various career progressions.

Assessment
Component 1: Personal Investigation 60%
Component 2: Externally Set Assignment 40%

Duration
2 Years



Why study Media?

Because you have an interest in communication. 

You want to understand how media organisations make messages for the audiences and 
represent the world in a way which suits their purposes.

You have a love of fi lm and music video, marketing and advertising, video games and social 
media and newspapers and magazines.

It is now more important than ever to understand the role and infl uence of media within 
society. Drawing on concepts explored by the social sciences, humanities, cultural studies, 
philosophy, anthropology and economics, to name but a few, Media Studies is a fi eld that 
combines both theoretical and practical studies, dealing with the ownership, construction, 
broadcast, critical theory and wider e� ects upon both the individual and society. Using 
new-media and real-world examples, you will learn how to undertake detailed research, 
planning, production and presentation of your work, developing skills in digital technology 
whilst demonstrating your creativity. These highly transferable skills can be applied across a 
wide range of areas including publishing, broadcasting & marketing. 

This course places contemporary media in a historical context and provide you with 
an understanding of the key media concepts of language, representation, narrative, 
audiences and institutions. Looking at a variety of media content including long form TV 
Drama, fi lm, radio, interactive publishing, print & music videos, you will engage in discussions, 
debates, case studies and personal research. You will also produce an assessed practical 
project – your own online magazine publication with additional, interactive elements such 
as embedded video and downloadable audio content. 

What you will study

• News and Online Media
• Media Language and Representation
• Media Industries and Audience
• Long-form Television Drama

Assessment
Written exam 70%
Magazine and website design 30% 

Duration
2 Years

A LEVEL MEDIA STUDIES



A LEVEL FILM STUDIES

Why study Film?

Because you have an interest in people, places, history, style, movements
and ideology?

You have a love of learning and a passion for debate?

Film Studies will interest anyone who enjoys going to the cinema especially those who are 
curious about how fi lms are put together and how they communicate to their audience.
Opera was once described as the supreme art form because it combined narrative 
drama, visual spectacle and music. Film has all this and more. It is also a popular accessible 
medium, which gives us profound insights into the beliefs, attitudes, manners and values 
of people and times in which the fi lm was made. Film Studies is more than a history of Art 

through moving images or a modern English course through visual texts and music. From the 

base of a fully equipped cinema classroom, you will explore the social history surrounding a 
range of fi lms and genres. European in fl avour, ideas, styles, movements and thinkers feature 
throughout, providing a sound platform for university study in any discipline. 

This course covers the development of cinema from its beginnings around a century ago 
up to the present day. A wide variety of approaches for analysis are adopted, from formal, 
narrative and genre, gender and Freudian, through to the personal and the development 
of your own critical voice. You will participate in detailed analytical viewing, discussion and 
personal research. You will explore a wide variety of fi lms, from the bizarre to the classic.  

What you will study

•  The Auteur signature and Production context in 1930 – 1990 Hollywood 
•  Passive and Active spectatorships in American fi lm since 2005
•  Critical approaches and binary oppositions in British Film since 1995 
•  Meaning through fi lm form
•  Documentary fi lm
•  Film Movements: The Silent Era and experimental fi lm

Assessment
Written exam 70%
Screenplay or 4 - 5 minute short fi lm 30%

Duration
2 Years



UAL CREATIVE MEDIA 
PRODUCTION
Why study Creative Media Production?

The Level 3 Diploma in Creative Media Production & Technology has been designed to 
provide students with the knowledge, skills and understanding necessary to access and 
progress to degree level study and employment in the media sector. 

It provides an opportunity for those who have an interest in media to explore, develop and 
test their creativity within a qualifi cation structure which is stimulating and demanding and 
provides a supportive transition from general to more specialised study

You will be encouraged to experiment, develop your imagination and express thoughts and 
ideas through visual and aural media.

Film and TV
Keen to become the next Spielberg? This is the course for you! By enrolling onto our TV 
and Filmmaking course, you will get the opportunity to learn how to shoot a variety of 
di� erent productions from music videos to short fi lms. We teach you how to research, plan, 
fi lm and edit your productions using industry standard equipment and prepare you for the 
fi lmmaking world!

Highly practical in its nature, this course combines the areas of fi lm and video editing, print 
production, scriptwriting and storyboarding.

Broadcast Journalism
If you are a budding journalist, radio DJ or presenter then this path is for you. This course will 
allow you to have careers in TV news, documentary making, investigative journalism and 
radio. 

The course is delivered by teachers who have worked in this profession so bring fi rst-hand 
knowledge of how the industry works. 

Assessment
Coursework 100%

Duration
2 Years

My daughter Auriane is now successfully studying towards a Degree in Sound Engineering at Solent 
University, she would not have got this far without the help and support of the team running the 
course at Henley College.  I would not hesitate to recommend this course!



The two years at Henley were so 
crucial to me and my development 

as a fi lmmaker and a person

Teachers of  Creative Media Production design their courses 
to ensure that students learn, develop and improve the 
practical and theoretical knowledge that they need to be 
skillful and creative industry workers.

OFSTED, 2019
”
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A LEVEL ANIMATION

Why study Animation?

You will explore both traditional and contemporary approaches to animation. The fi rst year 
will introduce you to techniques and software as well as help you develop a personal style 
through experimentation. You will also benefi t from initiatives that take learning outside the 
classroom. These include studio visits to top production studios, where you can talk to people 

working at the leading edge of this dynamic art form as well as visits from Aardman. 

What you will study

• Develop a varied skill set in animation, enabling you to bring original concepts and 
artistic visions to life.

• Explore animation processes, software and associated technologies, including 
drawing, story-boarding and photography.

• Use university-standard equipment and professional-grade software in our new Mac 
suites.

• Access a range of cameras, lighting, lenses and tripods through our loans system.
• Learn from subject specialists who are passionate about passing their knowledge and 

skills onto you.
• Visits to Los Angeles or New York. Day trips to exhibitions in UK 

Assessment
Component 1: Personal Investigation 60%

Component 2: Externally Set Assignment 40%

Duration
2 Years



UAL MUSIC PERFORMANCE & 
PRODUCTION
Why study Music Performance and Production?

If you are passionate about music and have a natural aptitude for singing, playing an 
instrument or music production, then this course is defi nitely for you. Equivalent to three A 
Levels, the Extended Diploma in Music Performance and Production is a practical route 
into a career in music. The course provides opportunities to develop the practical skills and 
theoretical knowledge required to work in the music industry.

What you will study

You will learn by completing projects and assignments that are based on realistic workplace 
situations/activities and demands.

All students will take the following units:

• Principles of music performance and production
• Critical listening and music composition
• Music industry and professional practice
• Critical and contextual awareness for music performance and production
• Music production in context
• Music performance in context
• Preparation for specialist study in music performance and production unit
• Collaborative music performance project
• Developing music performance and production skills
• Exploration of specialist study in music performance and production
• Preparing for progression in music performance and production
• Project proposal for extended project in music performance and production

Assessment
Coursework 100% 

Duration
2 Years





A LEVEL DANCE

Why study Dance?

This course is designed for qualifi ed students from any Dance background, who wish to 
study Dance in depth. It is physically and academically demanding, requiring motivation 
and commitment. All practical work will take place in the College’s large, professionally 
equipped Dance Studio. Critical thinking is essential and this course will suit those who are 
inquisitive, creative and strive for excellence. You will gain an insight into all aspects of 
Dance and will be rewarded with a deeper understanding of the subject. Core areas you 
will explore include Dance technique, the art of choreography, anatomy, health and fi tness, 
the history of Dance and the analysis of professional works. You will also enjoy opportunities 
to perform at a range of events, including the College Dance Show and regional 
competitions.

This course is excellent preparation for students who would like to pursue a career in Dance, 
with possible future career paths including dancer, Dance teacher, fi tness trainer and 
physiotherapist, or to study Dance in higher education.

Assessment
Practical exam 50%
Written exam 50%

Duration
2 Years



A LEVEL DRAMA & THEATRE 
STUDIES
Why study Drama and Theatre Studies?

This course is designed for students with a keen interest in studying, visiting and producing 
theatre. It primarily consists of studying play texts, live performance work and the ideas of 
infl uential theatre directors. It should be noted that the course requires considerable wider 
reading and progress throughout the course is monitored through a series of regular essays. 
This course also contains a practical element in which students create performance work 
of their own for external examination. This is scripted in year one and devised in year two. 
It is highly recommended that students have previous experience in the subject, ideally at 
GCSE level, or through alternative recognised qualifi cations. In addition, participation in 
school productions and extra-curricular drama groups is desirable. The College is a LAMDA 
approved examination centre and o� ers students the opportunity to study for LAMDA 
examinations to complement their work in the subject.

Assessment
Practical exam 60% 

Written exam 40%

Duration
2 Years



SUBSIDIARY DIPLOMA IN 
PRODUCTION ARTS
Why study Production Arts?

This course will allow you the opportunity assist in key aspects of assembling and 
disassembling a sophisticated stage production, visit rigging designers and manufacturers to 
discover how things work and how technical advances are made, plan various important 
elements of a stage performance to enhance its audience appeal, build your awareness of 
health and more.

What you will study

• Assist in key aspects of assembling and disassembling a sophisticated stage 
production.

• Visit rigging designers and manufacturers to discover how things work and how 
technical advances are made.

• Plan various important elements of a stage performance to enhance its audience 
appeal.

• Build your awareness of health and safety compliance, which is a key attribute of any 
modern stage technician.

• Enjoy visits to various di� erent performances throughout your studies.
• Help with all college performances (enrichment and examined)

Assessment
Internal and external assessment 100%

Duration
2 Years



Why study Drama and Theatre Studies?

Are you a creative person who is passionate about performing drama, dance and music? If 
so, you will defi nitely feel at home studying this Performing Arts Extended Diploma.

As a student you will benefi t from a wide range of practical opportunities to create, 
develop and perform your work. You will also learn and develop skills through a variety of 
approaches, projects and productions.

From day one you will be encouraged to apply yourself to projects with motivation and a 
sense of ownership.

Although largely practical, this course contains a coursework element through which you will 
explore contemporary and classical performance.

Assessment
Internal and external assessment 100%

Duration
2 Years

BTEC PERFORMING ARTS



This was an all-singing, all-dancing cast 
where everyone involved had so much to 

offer.
The Henley Standard



UAL FOUNDATION IN ART, 
DESIGN & MEDIA PRACTICE
Why study Art, Design and Media Practice?

The Level 4 UAL Foundation Diploma in Art and Design provides a transition from general 
education to specialist art, design and media education. This enables students to make 
an informed decision when applying to university or seeking employment within a related 
industry.

The course is split into three parts where students will try out di� erent areas of art, media (TV 
or Film) and photography.

Part 1: Learning skills and context: The fi rst eight weeks involve two-weekly rotations which 
guide students through approaches and processes important in areas of art, media, 
photography and communication. Student will learn about the creative process, to think 
outside of boxes, refl ect on work that is produced and think analytically and critically about 
the messages within creative work.

Part 2: Development and progression: In chosen route

Part 3: Proposal and Realisation: In chosen route

Assessment
Coursework 100%

Duration
1 Year



INTERESTED? WANT TO FIND 
OUT MORE?
Get in touch!

For Animation, Production Arts, Music Performance and Foundation in Art, Design and 
Media Practice, please contact:

Curriculum Leader
Sarah Wilson  - sarw@henleycol.ac.uk

For other course specifi cs, please contact:

Art and Textiles
Claire Elms - celm@henleycol.ac.uk

Creative Media Production and Film Studies
Adam Jones - ajon@henleycol.ac.uk

Media Studies
James Ashford - jash@henleycol.ac.uk

Photography
George Bull - gbul@henleycol.ac.uk
Lillian Newman - lnew@henleycol.ac.uk

Drama & Performing Arts
Neil McCurley - nmcc@henleycol.ac.uk
Lisa Crew - lcre@henleycol.ac.uk

Dance
Victoria Harley - viha@henleycol.ac.uk

or alternatively, call our creative industries offi ce on 01491 634388




